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Starting with this issue of the Helvetia Herald, we will publish monthly . This
has been made possible through the generosity of our advertisers, to whom we give our
thanks, and we urge all of our members to patronize them for their needs . If any one
can obtain ads for us it will be greatly appreciated . The rates are as follows;
1X4, $1 .00 per month, $5 .00 for 6 months . i Page, $5 .00 per month, $25 .00 for 6 months
Full Page, $8.00 per month, $40 .00 for 6 months . Our monthly circulation with the
membership over 87 members will be 125, including various Swiss collectors.

Although our dues will be kept at $2 .00 a year, a new method of tabulation has
been instituted to simply the records . As of now, all dues are payable on January 1st
of each year, in accordance with the following schedule, so that by January, 1972,
every one will be on an even keel . For those who joined during January, February, and
March, the dues are $2 .00 . Those who joined during April, May, and June, $1 .50, and
those in July, August, and September, $1 .00 . And for those who joined in October,
November, and December, their dues will be $2 .50, bringing them up to date to January,
1972 . I trust that this meets with the approval of the membership.

A SPECIAL NOTEOF INTEREST : At the coming A . S . D. A. Show to be held at Madison
Square Garden, New York City, November 20th, 21st, and 22nd, arrangements have been

:.made with Mr. H . L . Katcher, Director of the Amateur Collector, Ltd ., England, to meet ;
with him at his booth No . 16, on Saturday, November 21st, between 1 .00 and 3.00 P. M.
All of our members in the New York area are invited to meet with him at this time, an
have a chance to also meet one another and discuss SASS in detail, concerning the
New York Chapter . I am looking forward to seeing you there, then.

In the July—August issue of our paper news was given out about the
Amateur Collector 1971 Switzerland Catalog being issue on Sept . 1st
and this fine catalog has come out and has shown to be a fine and
superb publication . No Swiss collector should be with out it . It is
available from the Amateur Collector, Ltd ., at $2.40, post free . It
is selling here in the U . S . A. at $3.00 a copy . It can be obtained
at the Amateur Collector Booth at the A . S . D . A . Show for .,2.40 . If
any of you fellow collectors across the country want a copy, send
your order in to me and I'll pick it up for you at the show, or if
you are in the Hew York area, you can pick your own up . In any event
don't be without it, as it a valuable tome.

NEWS FROM AND ABOUT OUR MEMBERS : Dr . Felix Ganz won at an exhibit at the Chicago
Philatelic Society show, with his showing of "Printed to order private postalstationery
of Switzerland", a Silver Medal, and honorable mention at SESCAL . Dr. Ganz wants to
know if any of the members have changes to suggest for the Zumstein Specialized that is
to be published next Spring, in a completely revised form, such as any errors, new
discoveries, before the end of the year, and if they have, to get in touch with Mr . M.
Hertsch, Zumstein, Zeughausgasse 24, 3000 Bern.

In the last issue I asked for nominations for election of officers of the society,
& td to date, only Bob Westermark of San Francisco mas come forth and stated that he'd
like to be considered . How about more of you , any one interested .????????????
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NEWS OF INT EREST

The PTT Philatelic Office at Bern announces the issue of the Pro Juventute Stamps
for 1970 . On December 1st, four Pro Juventute stamps with surcharge will appear again.
Continuing the "Native birds" series started in 1968, this new issue will present some
further birds breeding in Switzerland . 90 of the proceeds from the additional charge
will go to the Pro Juventute Foundation, while the remaining 10% is intended for other
youth welfare work of national importance . Here are special details about this issue.

Values

	

10, 20, 30, 50 c .

	

Surcharge 10, 10, 10, 2u c . Stamp Pictures, below.

10 c . Blue titmouse (Parus caeruleus L .) . five colours ; orange, dark brown, blue,
yellow, grey.

20 c . Hoopoe (Upupa epops L .), four colours ; green, grey, light red, yellow-brown.
30 c . Greater spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopus major L .), five colours; red, grey, brown,

vermillion, yellow brown.
50 C . Crested grebe (Podiceps cristatus L .), four colours ; blue, dark brown, red,

yellow.

Stamp size 24X29 mia . Picture size 21x26 mm. Designer, Richard Gerbig, of Zurich.
Printing Rotogravure by Imprimerie Courvoisier SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Paper White postage stamp paper with luminous substance, lightly coated, with violet

mixture of fibres.
Form cylinder 2 sheets (A and B) Number of stamps per sheet, 50.
Lettering on sheet margin "Pro Juventute 197 0", names of birds in four languages ; Latin;

German, French, and Italian.

The postmark shown below will be used by the PTT, Bern, for cancelling the new stamps
on the first day of issue . FDCs can be obtained for 550, set of four Pro Juventute
stamps, 42e, FDCs must be ordered in advance of Dec. 1st, at least 2 weeks prior.

From Switzerland: A special air mail stamp was issued in 1941 to be used only for one
flight between Buochs in Canton and Payerne in Canton-Waad, Scott C35 . There are tens
of thousands of stamp collectors who are avid collectors of Swiss stam ps . Mintage was
160,000, which was plenty if you consider that it was good only for that one flight
but not when you think of the many collectors . Today, that stamp catalogs :;9 .00 in
Scott's, and it sells for around $5.00 at your dealer, which is about the same price
dealers in Switzerland will ask for that stamp . It is believed that it has a very good

* chance to go up in price in the near future, as stocks seem to be low and demand great
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MORE STAMP NEWS OF INTEREST

NABA 1971 : Announcement has been received from the organizers of NABA 1971 that
this 8th National Stamp Exhibition will be held in the Swiss Industries Fair Buildings
in Basle, June 4th through 13th, 1971 . NABA Bulletin No . 1 has been prepared and may
be obtained free of charge from the Secretariat NABA 1971, Steinentorsstrasse 7, 4000
Basle, Switzerland. The bulletin sent out was in German, French, and Italian.

SWITZERLAND : Here's more about Miniature Sheets issued . They are very much in
demand in Europe and always will be . Every philatelic magazine in Europe is full of
ads by big dealers wanting to buy these sheets, which is a sure sign that demand
exceeds supply . A good sheet to pick up now is the one issued in 1938 to commemorate
the National Philatelic Exhibition at Aarau, and the 25th anniversary of Swiss Air
Mail service, Scott No . 242 . It sold at three times face value and the surtax was used
to defray expenses of the stamp show. Mintage was 204,000 sheets, which is fairly high
for a Swiss miniature sheet, but there must be more than 200,000 collectors wanting
it . Scott still lists it at $25 .00 ; German Michel Net list prices it at $15 .00, while ;
dealers in Europe are presently paying $11 .00 for it and asking a bit more than $15 .00
These sheets can still be found at a low price if you hunt diligently enough for it.

LIECHTENSTEIN: ALPINE PRINCIPALITY, SMALL IN AREA, LARGE IN STAMPS

The postage stamps of the small area
country, located between Switzerland
and Austria, in the heart of the Alps,
are enjoying increasing popularity all
over the world . Last year the 250th
anniversary was celebrated with a
jubilee issue, "1719-1969, 250 years
of the Principality of Liechtenstein".
The restraint exercised for years with
regard to its stamp issuing policy has
won the Principality many sympathies
with stamp collectors . With 3 issues a
year, representing a nominal value of
about $2 .50, Liechtenstein occupies a
place at the lower end of the scale.
Therefore, even collectors going in
for their hobby on a modest scale can
afford to purchase these stamps along

	

with those of their own country.
The number of stamps printed for each issue is proportionate to the smallness of the
territory-160 square kilometers and 20,000 people . Stamps are issued 3 times a year,
Kay, September, and December, as a rule . There are about 15 to 20 stamps in these
issues belonging to six to eight sets . With 75,000 subscribers in 70 countries through
out the world, the Liechtenstein Philatelic Service endeavors to extend first rate
customer service . Are you one of these Liechtenstein Stamp Collectors?????????????

SWISS EUROPA FDC GIFT: An official first day cacheted cover of Switzerland's CEPT.
Europa set will be riven to visitors of the A . S . D . A . Show in NYC, Nov.20-22nd
at 'Madison Square Garden . This gift is included in a packet specially prepared for;

the event by the P . T . T . Always anxious to support important philatelic events in all
parts of the world, the Swiss Postal Administration had hoped to obtain a booth at this
popular show . Unfortunately because of demand for space was so great, this was out of
the question, so this free packet has been prepared as a substitute for personal
contact and it will be distributed by H. L. Katcher.Director of The Amateur Collector
Limited, at Booth 16 . As in previous years the
Swiss PTT will display a collection of its
recent definitive, commemorative, semi- p ostal,
and official stamps in frames within the Court
of Honor at the show. DON'T MISS THIS DISPLAY . .





POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

BY . DR. FELIX GANZ

	

PART

WANDERSTEMPEL: TEMPORARY, TRAVELING, OR EMERGENCY REPLACED? POSTMARKS

The postal district IX (St . Gallen) also administers the postal needs of the
Principality of Liechtenstein, and about a dozen or so eds . from that country's p .o .-s have
become known of having existed over the years . (Fig. 19-21) . Most of these eds . are in use

only for a short time of a few days to a few weeks, depending on how small or extensive the
repair or recutting job may be, and since no advance notice is given of the introduction (and
later withdrawal) of these temporary cancellers, all of them are elusive, while some are
scarce, others rare, and still others probably not in existence at all in the form of actual
specimens available to collectors . Thus the prices must be at least 50 Swiss centimes (about

120) for the most commonly seen of these, from larger towns and cities with more daily mail,

in the form of cut-outs, while on cover ' you will have trouble finding anything for less than
500 . In the case of the most recent Gamprin-Bendern eds ., shown in Fig. 21, the current going
price is upwards of $40.00 for a decent strike.

.?

Although some district hq. have kept lists as to which town got an eds . at which date,
nothing is very accurate, and other districts kept no lists . The only towns certain to get eds.
are the very small ones who possess but a single metal cds ., while the larger towns may have to
make do without an eds . if their normal complement of cds . is more than one . Yet, eds . are

known for large city offices that have dozens of cds . So, no one really knows, and your active

help is requested.
In relatively isolated instances eds . have remained in use at the same postal facility

for months, if not years, because no cds . ever was produced . This was the case, for instance

at the World War II temporary postal facility of OBERALPPASS (Fig. 22) which existed -- most

likely--from about 1940-1942 . It was a hush-hush affair, never published in the postal guide,
and it served the postal needs of the several hundred laborers engaged in building the
central defenses for the Swiss army in that region . No cds . was ever issued for that secret

office, and the same seems to hold true for the P . 0 . at BETTMERALP (Fig. 23) . This facility

was originally established as a postal acceptance station and parcel posting depot, in the

early 1950e . When it was elevated to P . O . it kept its eds . until June 1956, when it received

a pictorial propaganda cancel that seemingly served as that p . o.'s only cds . Still another

instance is that of the parcel posting station at Motteo near Ayer (Valais), where all

accepted mail (probably from about 1957-1961) was cancelled with an eds . reading AYER which
the Ayer postman kept in his sub-office and used for a brief time every day . (Fig. 24).

The use of eds . is also
known for certain field-
post offices (Fig. 25) and
ONE single usage of an 's.
as an ambulant (OR RPO)
mark is reported for the
private rail line from

Merges (VD) to Apelles and Biere (Fig. 26) . In certain years or periods many more eds . have been
reported than others . In 1914 for instance, all cds . of small towns in Romansh speaking towns
of the Grisons Canton, were recut from German to Romansh language, and a flurry of eds ., all
very hard to find, exists from that period there . In the ease of the village of Tinzen (German
name until 1944), an eds . was sent first that spelled TINIZUN (June 1944) . But that seemingly
must have been the wrong Romansh sub-dialect, but because a short time later another eds . was
delivered, reading TINIZONG, as did the eventually returned eds . (Fig. 27, next page)



Other "rashes" of freq uent eds . use are noted in the years between 1925-1932 when
hundreds of small P . O . cds . were recut to eliminate the hatchmarks, or bars, from the upper
& lower semi-circles, and to include, in the upper semi-circle, a Swiss cross, and in the
lower (there are exceptions to these norms) semi-circle the district number, in Roman numerals.

When, between 1965 and 1968, the change-over to cds . that included the postal
direction number in front of the town name was made, no eds . were put in use because all 4000
plus Swiss P . O .s received uniform , new cds . that were exchanged against the old ones upon
arrival . Being being brand-new, there have been few instances where these new cds . had to be
sent in for repairs ; but a few instances of recent eds . that include the postal direction no.
have come to light, and a few of these are shown in Figures 28-30.

Occasionally, official service P . 0 . cancels also had to be replaced . Two of these

are shown (Fig . 31, 32) . The one emanates from the central control, or finance office of the
Swiss PTT ; and the other is (in blue) used by the telephone and telegraph employees central
savings bank (postal)-- an elusive cancel even as a cds ., let alone an eds.

And Fig . 33 & 34, finally represent two of the very few special cancellations that
were authorized, probably on very short notice, in this eds . form, for temporary post offices
serving the needs of a convention, a shooting festival, or a like event . Both items shown are
representative of early sessions of the old League of Nations in Geneva, in the early 1920s,
and before a regular post office was placed into operation at SDN headquarters . For a
complete listing of all eds . placed in use on special occasions in temporary post offices,
consult the PEN Catalogue of Special Postmarks & Cancellations of Switzerland . Readers are
forewarned that the next cancellation type to be discussed will be the newest of all Swiss
cancellation types, the regular cds . with postal direction number added.

In a recent auction catalog from Bern (Switzerland), a quite different eds . was

shown, with date 1920 . It featured, in a frame similar to that of other eds ., a large Bern of :
about the double height than that of the letters in the examples shown here, and below it, in
smaller letters, MARZILI (the branch of the Bern P . 0 . at which it is used) . Below that is the

date, similar to that of other eds . Unfortunately, the catalog picture was not suitable for

reproduction, here; but it may be reported that the itou sold for upwards of $ 75 .00 on cover.

No comment necessary as to its seeming scarcity .
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